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As I have obtained a patent in 2016
It so happens that I have my own organization and entrepreneurs organization is engaged in
construction and installation works and I originally the store opened precisely at his company
Montazhzhilstroy after opening for a tax UTII. I wanted to have everything on one form of ownership
Oh my God how I was wrong. The fact that the area of the store is quite large and the amount of tax
on imputed income amounted to 63 000. to be honest for store pretty much. Even reducing insurance
contributions that you can make no more than 50% of the tax which is subject to payment in the end,
the tax rate of 31 500 RUB. per quarter. Such a turn of events I certainly did not expect and all of that
I just did not consider the diﬀerent variants of the opening of the store. And that's after all the
calculations I have come to believe that it's easier for me to translate the store that is on the SP and
buy a patent. The value of a patent at 11 months it costs me 36 548 RUB. On the subject of the
patent I have written a lot of articles and everything seemed to just ﬁll the application form No. 26.5-1
and pass it to the tax. In a statement, like everything was clear and I ﬁlled it pretty quickly. You will
be surprised I went to the tax 3 times yet passed ﬁnally the documents for a patent. To hand over
documents needed for 11 days prior to the application of the patent. And that's pretty important to
enforce a patent can only be the beginning of a new month. I originally wanted 21.01.2016 and this
was one of the errors in my case to start the patent application I could not before 01.02.2016 The
next error was that I was speciﬁed the activity and NOT RIGHT then I felt a bit of a shock. In my
articles I pointed out that to complete the application no problem really as you can see the problems.
So let's look at how to ﬁll out an application on PSN for retailers Filling the statement for statement on
the account tax PSN for retailers of all forms we need only 3 sheets Also the application should make
the application of the lease of premises at the address where You open their outlets remind you that
the PSN can be applied in retail if the area of the store does not exceed 50 sqm. The application must
be prepared in two copies As You know persistence and a few stresses I ﬁnally received a patent for
the retail trade. Then I once again took the surprise I was sure that a patent looks something like
evidence bin or INN. But the appearance of the patent for individual entrepreneurs is much simpler
and more like a normal notiﬁcation Here is the patent for a retail IE. This is probably all. I hope that
my article will help someone to avoid mistakes in the patent. If after the article was
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